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Abstract. This paper summarizes the basic concepts and development process of cache side-
channel attack, analyses three basic methods (Evict and Time, Prime and Probe, Flush and Reload) 
from four aspects: Attack conditions, realization process, applicability, and characteristics, then I 
expound how to apply side-channel attack methods on CPU vulnerability. 
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1. Background 

Cryptography is a technique used to confuse plaintext [1], It transforms normally identifiable 
information (plaintext) into unrecognizable information (ciphertext). At the same time, the encrypted 
ciphertext can be transferred back to the normal information through the key, the privacy information 
of users at this stage is mostly realized by encryption technology [28], so the security of personal 
information depends on the security of the encryption algorithm. 

1.1 Cryptographic Algorithms 

Cryptographic algorithms have always been an important research object in cryptography, in 
recent years has also been rapid development, these algorithms are: RIJINDAEL, MARS, RC6, 
Twofish, Serpent, IDEA, CS-Cipher, MMB, CA-1.1, SKIPJACK Symmetric cryptographic 
algorithms such as Karn and backpack public key cryptography, RSA, ElGamal [29], ECC [19], 
NTRU and other asymmetric cryptographic algorithms [27]. in the opinion of the development trend 
of international mainstream cryptographic algorithms at present [25]: 

The symmetric cryptographic algorithm transitions from DES-3 to AES, and the password length 
is gradually increased: 128, 192, 256. 

An asymmetric cryptographic algorithm RSA [2] will be used for a long period of time, gradually 
increasing the length from the length 2048, and ECC [19] further algorithm development and 
gradually dominant position, the secret key length is increased gradually from 224 bit. 

Hash algorithm MD5 is gradually reduced for security reasons, SHA-1 will gradually transition to 
SHA-2, SHA-3. 

Lightweight passwords have been a research focus, symmetric block ciphers (such as DESL, SEA, 
HIGHT), symmetric cipher stream ciphers (such as Rabbit, Hc-128, hardware-based MICKEY 2.0), 
asymmetric ciphers (such as BlueJay, NTRU), Hash algorithm (such as H-PRESENT- 128, C- 
PRESENT-192, Gluon, QUARK). 

Table 1 lists the application scenarios and security comparisons of some single-key encryption 
algorithms. some combination of integrated application of technology is the use of a variety of 
algorithms, such as EMV2000, a combination of asymmetric and symmetric algorithm, offline 
authentication using asymmetric algorithms, take symmetric algorithms while online transactions. 
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Table 1. encryption algorithm application scenarios, security comparison 

 
 

 DES (Data Encryption Standard): Symmetric algorithms/fast/suitable for large collections of 
data encryption. 

 3DES (Triple DES): Based on DES, encrypting a block of data three times with three different 
keys which was more powerful. 

 RC2 and RC4: A symmetric algorithm which encrypted large amounts of data with a variable 
length key, faster than DES. 

 IDEA (International Data Encryption Algorithm) International Data Encryption Algorithm, 
using 128-bit keys to provide very strong security. 

 RSA: Invented by RSA Security, which support variable public key length, the length of the 
file date to be encrypted is also variable, an asymmetric algorithm. 

 DSA (Digital Signature Algorithm): Digital Signature Algorithm is a standard DSS (Digital 
Signature Standard), strictly speaking, not an encryption algorithm. 

 AES (Advanced Encryption Standard): Advanced Encryption Standard, a symmetric 
algorithm, is the next generation of encryption algorithm standard, fast, high security level, 
Rijndael algorithm which take the AES standard is the main algorithm of 21st century. 

 BLOWFISH: it uses variable-length key which could up to 448, it runs very quickly. 
 MD5: strictly it is not an encryption algorithm, just a summary algorithm. 
 PKCS: The Public-Key Cryptography Standards (PKCS) is a set of public key cryptography 

standards developed by RSA Data Security and its partners in the United States, including 
certificate applications, certificate updates, certificate invalidation tables, and extended 
certificate content. And a series of related agreements on digital signatures, format of digital 
envelopes. 

 SSF33, SSF28, SCB2 (SM1): The national crypto bureau's covert commercial algorithms. 
 ECC (Elliptic Curves Cryptography): Elliptic Curve Cryptography. 
 TEA (Tiny Encryption Algorithm): encryption algorithm is simple and efficient, fast 

encryption and decryption, simple. But it’s security can’t compare DES. 
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1.2 Channel Attacks 

In 1996, Kocher [3] officially proposed the idea of  Side-channel Attacks. Kocher believes that 
electronic devices will leak sensitive information through various channels (also called channel, such 
as sound waves, electromagnetic radiation, power consumption, timing.) when performing 
cryptographic operations. The channel attack method is to collect and analyze these information lines. 
And fetch information related to cryptographic operations. 

In 1998, Kesley [4] and others first proposed the idea that Cache hit rate can be used for key 
analysis, which subvert the traditional key analysis method (the legacy trace in storage devices is also 
the source of information leakage), which has aroused widespread concern of researchers. After that, 
the researchers used data cache and instruction cache as research target, several feasible channel 
attacks methods are proposed. which take a serious threat to the security of the algorithm. But most 
of the research results are based on a stand-alone non-virtualized environment. 

Until 2009, Ristenpart et al. first proposed a security threat across the virtual machine Cache 
channel attack in the cloud environment, and used the Prime-Probe method detect the Cache load 
status information and user’s keystroke interval information of the same located virtual machine in 
the Amazon EC2 cloud platform. 

In 2014, Yuval Yarom [7] proposed the first cross-kernel channel attacks method called Flush-
Reload. It exploits the vulnerability of the shared memory of the Intel X86 processor system and 
obtains the Cache-line processed by the CPU by monitoring the memory. This type of attack mainly 
uses the L3 layer Cache to implement the attack, and does not need to share the execution core. 

In 2015, Liu [8] and Irazoqu enabled Prime-Probe attacks to be applied to cross-kernel Cache Side-
channel Attacks. 

In 2016, Irazaqui [9] proposed the first Cache attack on the AMD platform that can cross CPU. 
The attack environment gradually changed from a single core to cross-core, from the microprocessor 
to the cloud environment. 

Domestic research started later, most of the attacks were timing attacks, i.e. cache timing attack is 
used to attack date (block) encryption, the correlation of the algorithm in each round of encryption is 
analyzed, and the key space is reduced by combining the data of multiple sample tests. Or according 
to the principle of asymmetric cryptographic algorithm, combined with the method of timing attack 
through mathematical attack, such as RSA algorithm in the process of decryption, its modular 
exponentiation uses binary multiplication from left to right, the algorithm in the process of execution, 
the key bit When it was 1, extra multiplication or squaring is performed, resulting in more execution 
time than the key bit is 0, so that the attacker can infer the RSA private key by inferring the key one 
by one by detecting the time difference. 

Fangyong Hou [10] introduced the latest development of Cache- based AES attack research, 
analyzed the realistic feasibility of the attack, and explained the countermeasures for countermeasures 
against the attack; Hao Yang [20] introduced the timing attack and its preventive measures. 

In 2008, Gaoming Deng [5] proposed a timing attack method based on cache hits and failure times 
of S-box access to attack block cipher process, and analyzed the first two rounds of cryptographic 
operations in DES cryptographic operations through experiments. Using the relationship between 
cache hit caused by these two array operations and the index value, he reduced the space for DES key 
search (The key search space is reduced from 256 to 213) on a 2.53 GHz Celeron processor with 512 
MB of RAM. The time characteristic leakage points caused by accessing the Cache in the first round 
and the last round of the AES encryption process are analyzed. Based on this, the method of Cache 
time characteristic channel attack for the last round of AES is proposed. The idea can reduce the AES 
key search space from 2128 to 220. 

Chen Sen Chai [6] in accordance with the principle of asymmetric cryptographic algorithms, 
combined mathematical methods with timing attacks, resolved 1024-bit RSA private key in about 
two hours from an RSA encryption service program of simulation software, the attack takes about 
350,000 sample cases. 

Xinjie Zhao studies on AES [21], Camellia [22], SMS4 [11], CLEFIA [12] and other block cipher 
algorithms. 
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2. Introduction  

2.1 CPU Structure 

Modern computers execute user-specified instructions and data in a central processing unit (CPU).  
efficiency has become one of the main goals of structural design gradually, adding several hardware 
microarchitectures, such as cache or branch target buffer (BTB), in order to provide better 
performance. In addition, modern microarchitecture embedded several processing units in the same 
processor, some of these processing units can even process threads simultaneously. Furthermore, the 
rise of today's multi-CPU computers, Multiple of these CPU slots are embedded in the same piece of 
hardware. All of these technological advancements have the same goal: to provide users with the best 
computing performance. 

 

 
Figure 1. typical microarchitecture of modern processor 

 
Typical microarchitecture design of common existing processors can be seen in Figure 1. This 

example shows a two-socket CPU with two cores per CPU. Each CPU core has its private L1 and L2 
cache, and they share the last level of cache (LLC). In addition, each core has its own BTB that is 
responsible for predicting the outcome of the branch being executed. Communication between the 
cache and memory is done over the memory bus, which is also responsible for maintaining 
consistency between shared blocks across the CPU socket. Finally, the DRAM stores the necessary 
instructions and data needed for the program being executed. 

While each component requires detail analysis, I focus on the cache (because of the legacy access 
content in the cache, access traces). meanwhile, some of the functions of the above structure will be 
described later in more detail if necessary. 

2.2 Cache Structure 

The hardware high speed Cache is a small memory placed between the DRAM and the CPU core, 
used to store data and instructions that may be reused very quickly. When the software needs read a 
specific memory block, the CPU first checks the cache level to find the date block. If found, the 
memory block is fetched from the cache and the access time is significantly faster. If a date block is 
not found in the cache level, the block is fetched from the DRAM at the expense of slower access 
time. These two situations are often referred as cache hits and cache misses respectively. 

The main problem may be how fast the cache access compare with DRAM access. To this end, 
continuous timing access is performed on the L1 and L3 cached date blocks and the uncached memory 
blocks in the Intel i5-3320M. The L1 cache has an access time of probably 3 cycles because the L3 
cache is probably 7 cycles and access to the main memory takes probably 25 cycles. Therefore, access 
to DRAM is probably three times slower than accessing the lowest cache level, which gives the 
concept of performance improvements provided by the cache level for software execution. 
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2.3 Inclusive Characteristics of Cache 

An important item that cache designers need to consider, perhaps the most important character is 
whether they have inclusive, non-inclusive or exclusive cache. This has a serious impact on the cache-
consistency protocol:  

Include Cache: The include cache is the cache that any block that is required to exist in the upper 
cache (L1 or L2) must also exist in the LLC. Since LLC is shared, therefore several simplifications 
in maintaining cache consistency between the kernels. The inclusive property itself is responsible for 
maintaining consistency between shared memory blocks across the CPU core. A disadvantage of 
including a cache is that extra cache lines waste several copies of the same memory block. 

Exclusive cache: Exclusive cache requires that the date block exists at only one cache level at one 
time. In contrast to inclusive caching, here the cache consistency protocol is implemented with a 
higher level of caching. However, they do not waste cache space to maintain multiple copies of the 
same block. 

Non-contained cache: There is no requirement for such a cache, a block of date can exist in one or 
more cache levels at a time. 

Whether or not the cache has inclusive characteristics can also be a key factor in implementing 
cache attacks. In fact, attacks such as Prime and Probe may only apply to inclusive caches, while 
other attacks such as Invalidate and Transfer doesn’t need inclusive properties. 

3. Cache Attacks Methods 

Information leakage caused by shared Cache can be divided into two classes: information leakage 
caused by Cache compete and information leakage caused by data reuse. All Cache attacks methods 
are also based on this vulnerability. 

3.1 Evict and Time Attack 

The Evict and Time attack was proposed as a method to recover the full AES key [13]. In particular, 
this work demonstrates that key-related T-table access in an AES implementation can result in the 
leak of key. The method used can be described as: 
 The attacker performs full AES encryption using known fixed plaintext and unknown fixed 

keys. After complete this step, all data used by AES encryption exists in the cache. 
 The attacker evicts a specific set in the cache. Note that if the AES process uses this particular 

set, the data it uses will no longer exist in the cache. 
 The attacker performs the same encryption using the same plaintext and key and measures the 

time to complete the encryption. To a large extent, the time it takes to perform encryption 
depends on whether the attacker evicted the set used by AES in step 1. If do, encryption will 
take longer because data must be fetched from memory. If it does not, the attacker guesses 
that AES encryption does not use the set of his evictions and may discard some key candidates. 
 

 
Figure 2. Evict and Time Attack 

 
In Figure 2 the state described is represented graphically. The victim first using green cache block, 

the attacker expels two of them in the Evict process. When it is again clocked by the victim, the 
attacker see victim fetch two blocks from main memory, and infer that the victim used it to evict the 
collection. Please note that in this case, the attacker must use the same plaintext and encrypted key 
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record twice, which is a bit unrealistic. In addition, since the measurement is the overall encryption 
time (leakage information), although this attack method can judge the Cache compete of the entire 
process, it can only determine which interval it is, and it is difficult to judge the replacement of the 
specific location (block). And the current computer uses Cache multitier structure, resulting in the 
measurement of the substitution time is value of the interval rather than a certain value, so this method 
is not very practical. 

3.2 Prime and Probe Attack 

The Prime-Probe (PP) method was originally proposed by Osvik [30] for a stand-alone computing 
environment, after which PP attacks [14,15,16] is widely used by cryptographers. In a sense, the 
attack is similar to Evict and Time, but only needs to monitor its own memory blocks. This is a distinct 
advantage, because it's easier to implement and more meaningful. The main steps: 
 Attackers fill L1 cache with its own dirty data. 
 The attacker waits for the victim to execute the password process. the memory access will 

compete for some blocks occupied by the attacker in L1. 
 Attackers access their own memory blocks and measure the time required to access them. If 

an attacker observes high access times for certain memory blocks, it means that the target 
software is exploiting the set of those blocks. Conversely, if an attacker observes a low access 
time, it means that the collection remains unchanged during the execution of the password 
process. Which could be used to restore the AES, RSA, or El Gamal keys. 

The Prime and Probe steps can again be displayed graphically in figure 3. The attacker first fills 
the collection with the ready orange block of memory, then waiting for the victim execute the 
password process using the cache (the green block), and finally measures the load time of the orange 
block of memory’s reaccess. In this case, it triggers two misses in the probe step, which means the 
victim use the appropriate set. Notice that the Prime and Probe attack display is more useful than the 
Evict and Time. because it doesn't measure the victim's progress. However, since it can only be 
applied to L1 caches, it is still not considered practical enough to be executed in a real-world scenario. 

 

 
Figure 3. Prime and Probe Attack 

 

3.3 Flush and Reload Attack 

In 2013, some people proposed a special cache attacks idea based on the Intel processor's L3 cache 
architecture, and named this attack as Flush and Reload. This design utilizes the idea of shared cache 
among threads modern processors, the target thread is hijacked and attacked by Flush and Reload, as 
shown in figure 4, the system adopts copy-on-write (COW) scheme for the mapping of Shared page 
-- that is, the modified data is delayed to be written into memory, which is also a basis for FR attack 
to lead to information leakage. 
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Figure 4. Copy-On-Write Scheme 

 
As shown in Figure 5: 
 Flush stage: At this stage, the attacker uses the clflush instruction to flush the orange monitored 

block out of the cache and ensure that it is retrieved from main memory the next time it needs 
to be accessed. The clflush instruction not only clears blocks of memory from the 
corresponding working core's cache level, but because of the LLC character of the inclusion, 
it refreshes all caches for all cores. This is an important point: if it only refreshes the 
corresponding core cache, then the attack is only effective if the attacker and victim's 
processes co-reside on the same core.  

 Trigger state: At this stage, the attacker waits for the target to run a code snippet that may use 
a portion of the data block that has been monitored in the first stage of the memory block. 

 Reload stage: At this stage, the attacker again reloaded and measuring the time required to 
reload the refresh step 1 out memory block. This can be done using a (user space accessible) 
rdtsc instruction that calculates the hardware cycles spent executing the process. Before 
reading the loop counter, you need to issue memory barrier instructions (mfence and lfence) 
to ensure that all load and store operations are completed before the memory block is read. 
The reloading time, an attacker can determine whether the victim has accessed the monitored 
memory block (in this case, the data block will appear in the cache) or whether the victim has 
not accessed the corresponding memory block (in this case, the data block will be taken out 
of memory). 
 

 
Figure 5. Flush and Reload Attack 

 
Flush and Reload conditions : (1) Shared memory with victims: FR attack assumes that the attacker 

and victim at least share the target memory block in the system, that is, both access the same physical 
memory address.(2) CPU socket shared by victim and attacker: FR attack is only applicable if the 
attacker and victim coexist in the same CPU socket.(3)The inclusion LLC: Flush and Reload attack 
requires the inclusion character in LLC.(4) access refresh instruction: the refresh and reload attack of 
very specific instructions in the instruction set architecture (ISA) needs to be able to force the removal 
of memory blocks from the entire cache levels. In x86-64 systems, this is provided by the clflush 
instruction. 

The timing differences between cache hits and cache misses make it easy for attackers to detect 
access rights. In fact, this is a big advantage of positioning LLC as a hidden channel. Fig 6 shows a 
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reload time is retrieved from memory blocks and memory LLC, respectively red and blue histograms. 
LLC access using FR technology typically requires probably 70 cycles, while memory access 
typically requires probably 200 cycles. Therefore, an attacker using FR technology can easily 
distinguish when an attacker uses a shared memory block. 

 

 
Figure 6. reload time in the hardware cycle when coexistence VMS use memory block b (red, LLC 
access) and when KVM is used on Intel XEON 2670 without using target memory block b (blue, 

memory access) 

4. APPLY on CPU Vulnerability 

An attacker can use the underlying shared resources of the Cache to construct a covert channel, 
bypass the logical isolation provided by the virtualized environment, and secretly steal the private 
information of other memory processes. 

In modern computers, a monitoring bit is usually set in the processor between the kernel process 
and the user process to achieve isolation. Monitor bits can only be set when you enter kernel code 
(But it only maps the kernel to the address space of each process, so the memory map does not change 
when switching from the user process to the kernel.) However, we find that the optimization strategy 
of the modern computer to perform Speculative execution and out-of-order execution will leave the 
target we want to attack in the Cache, so we can fetch from the Cache by constructing a hidden 
channel.  

Speculative execution: Its basic idea is to pre-determine the most likely position of the next 
instruction to be fetched in the local area, that is, it has a partial execution function in the fetching 
stage. 

Out-of-order execution: It refers to the technology that the CPU allows multiple instructions to be 
sent to the corresponding circuit units in a sequence not specified by the program. In this way, 
according to the state of each circuit unit and the specific situation in which each instruction can be 
executed in advance, an instruction that can be executed in advance is immediately sent to the 
corresponding circuit. 

The speculative can be executed as in nuclear before a judge (a) calculate the direction of the 
branch, carried out the most likely to judge the result in advance (read and calculations of the 
operation, but not for write operations), when the local area scope circuit unit does not have the use 
conflict, Out-of-order execution is understood to mean that unrelated instructions can be executed in 
parallel, because branch prediction to perform the read operation, put the goal we want to steal 
(memory block) in the Cache, this is the target. Introduction to Meltdown attack methods: 
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Figure 7. Meltdown Attack core code 

 
The attack process was shown in Figure 7: 
Step 1: The contents of the memory location selected by the attacker are loaded into the register, 

which is not accessible to attacker. 
Step 2: The temporary instruction accesses the cache-line based on the secret content of the register. 
Step 3: The attacker uses Flush and Reload to determine which cache-line is being accessed, so 

the secret is stored in the selected memory location. By repeating these steps for different memory 
locations, an attacker can store kernel memory, including the entire physical memory. 

Explanation: An attacker with user-level privileges attempts to access the kernel address in 
instruction 4 and the processor checks if the process has permission to access the address, so this 
instruction will trigger an exception, and the instruction and subsequent instructions will modify the 
register. It is discarded and the processor is returned to the instruction that can be executed normally. 
However, since the processor uses the out-of-order execution mode, while waiting for the processor 
to complete the execution of the instruction (before the permission check ends), the next two 
instructions have already been executed (although the final result will be discarded). 

Multiply the data read from instruction 4 by 4096 (4KB), as the page size is 4kb, means writing 
data to the other address block, the result of instruction 5 as the index of the array probe probe_array 
(rbx [al * 4096]) to access and probe. Since the size of a memory page is 4KB, different data will 
cause different memory pages to be accessed and stored in the CPU cache. After that, the attacker 
can traverse the load rbx[al*4096] through the cache channel attack. Since the data is already in the 
cache at this time, the attacker will always traverse a data that is much smaller than other data, the 
kernel memory data being accessed is inferred from which memory pages have been accessed. To 
emphasize, the attacker's goal is to constantly probe the probe_array to get the data pointed to by the 
kernel address. 

5. Problems with Realize Cache Attacks 

5.1 Cache Usage Conflicts 

All three attack methods use the timing method to measure the store or expel time. However, when 
the target process is executed, if the same memory block is loaded at the same time as the spy process, 
the Cache usage conflict may occur, and the recording time is imprecise. As shown in Figure 2.1, if 
the spy process and the target process are both in the same core of the same CPU (The Cache is 
distinguished time Shared), then the Cache conflict may occur during time collection. At this time, 
the attacker needs to be combined. The attacker encryption algorithm is used to write the scheduling 
time module of the spy program, but even this is difficult because the attacker process is continuously 
executed, and the next memory block used by the target process may be the last used memory block. 
There is a conflict with the spy timing process. If they are not in the same core, the Cache is shared 
at the same time. 
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5.2 Occupy Different Core Detection Problems 

Because Cache Coherence problem was solved by LLC, just the spy and target process not in the 
same core, you can avoid cache conflicts, this requires multiple attempts to write the spy process into 
the Cache, and determine which process and target process not in the same core. 

5.3 Method Limitations, Poor Popularity 

The PP attack method is more suitable for L1. Because L1 has a small capacity, an attacker can 
use the virtual address of the data or code to determine its specific location in L1 (virtual addressing). 
If the PP method is applied to the LLC, LLC is private hash indexing mechanism. The mapping 
relation between the shards of the LLC and the physical memory address is determined by a non-
public hash function. Even if the attacker can determine which cache-lines are included in a cache 
group, it is not known which part of the LLC these Cache-lines correspond to; For a large capacity 
LLC (typically greater than 2MB), the longer time for the entire measure LLC using Probe and Prime 
method. 

The FR method is based on shared memory pages (memory blocks). In general, although the PP 
algorithm is more popular, the positioning is not precise, and the FR algorithm can obtain more 
precise information, but the limitation is large. 

5.4 Building Hidden Channels is Unstable 

First, computer vulnerability patch that has patched this vulnerability encryption process prevents 
multithreading at run time. so, the spy process is difficult to detect. Second, the Meltdown attack 
method has been retried multiple times (instructions 4-5), means the depth at of address enter into the 
Cache which instructions are unstable. After all, the speculative execution is not stable. 

5.5 Other Aspects 

Although the Cache attacks has related theoretical literature and simulation attacks in China, there 
are no real attacks on the PC. The main reason is the continuous improvement of the key algorithm 
and upgrade of the vulnerability patch. For example, OpenSSL is constantly patching and versioning. 
In the 0.9.8 a and later versions, the blinding technology is used to prevent against the timing attack, 
so that the security of the key bit is more than 1024 bits. On the other hand, the Cache attacks needs 
to measure time because of noise and the complexity of the computer, the time measurement has a 
certain error, so it is difficult to get better experimental results. 

6. Conclusion 

Based on micro-architecture attack since found largely ignored by cryptographers, mainly because 
of their lack of applicability in the real scene. In particular, they are subject to the following 
restrictions: ①Micro-architecture attacks only show success in core -private resources such as L1 
cache and BTB. With the widespread use of multi-core systems, concerns applicability of 
microarchitecture attacks, the limitation of being in the same core as the victim seems to be a huge 
barrier. ② Microarchitecture attacks show success only in core-private resources (L1 cache and 
BTB) , L1 and L2 access differ only in a few cycles. BTB mistakes are also difficult to distinguish 
because their triggers have been optimized to a large extent. Therefore, core-private resources are less 
likely to resist the amount of noise typically observed in real-world scenarios. Until 2013, several 
methods of Cache attacks were made, and the vulnerability of the CPU architecture itself was taken 
care of by cryptographers because of its vulnerability. The existing security protection mechanism is 
difficult to detect and respond to such non-intrusive attacks. The use of Cache for Side-channel 
Attacks has become an important challenge to the privacy of users, and has received widespread 
attention from researchers at home and abroad [31-33], The Cache attacks are distinguished from 
other Side-channel Attacks. Among them, Flush and Reload, Prime-Probe, Evict and Time, which 
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are proposed by the combination of timing attacks, become the main attack methods, which are 
applied to different CPUs, and the leaked information is also obtained through specific analysis data. 
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